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Bioinformatics: The Machine Learning Approach, Second Edition (Adaptive Computation and Machine Learning)MIT Press, 2001

	We have been very pleased, beyond our expectations, with the reception of
	the first edition of this book. Bioinformatics, however, continues to evolve
	very rapidly, hence the need for a new edition. In the past three years, fullgenome
	sequencing has blossomed with the completion of the sequence of
	the fly and the first draft of the...
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Everyday Leadership: Getting Results in Business, Politics, and LifeUniversity of Michigan Press, 2007

	?A book that truly speaks to everyone. . . . Always practical, often inspiring, this is more a reference book than a self-improvement text, and a great read for any would-be leader.”

	?Roger Penske, owner of Penske Corporation and Penske Racing


	?Sound, practical advice driven home with real-world examples. . . . This...
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The Driver: My Dangerous Pursuit of Speed and Truth in the Outlaw Racing WorldIt Books, 2007

	On his deathbed, Alex Roy's father dropped tantalizing hints about the notorious Cannonball Run of the 1970s, the utterly illegal high-speed nonstop race from New York to L.A. that was nothing at all like the one portrayed in the Burt Reynolds movie.


	Inspired by his father's dying words, and against the advice of his loyal,...
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Content and Workflow Management for Library Websites: Case StudiesInformation Science Publishing, 2004

	Using database-driven web pages or web content management (WCM) systems to manage increasingly diverse web content and to streamline workflows is a commonly practiced solution recognized in libraries to-day. However, limited library web content management models and funding constraints prevent many libraries from purchasing commercially...
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Data Push Apps with HTML5 SSE: Pragmatic Solutions for Real-World ClientsO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Make sure your website or web application users get content updates right now with minimal latency. This concise guide shows you how to push new data from the server to clients with HTML5 Server-Sent Events (SSE), an exceptional technology that doesn’t require constant polling or user interaction. You’ll learn how...
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Practical PHP and MySQL Website Databases: A Simplified Approach (Expert's Voice in Web Development)Apress, 2013

	Practical PHP and MySQL Website Databases is a project-oriented book that demystifies building interactive, database-driven websites. The focus is on getting you up and running as quickly as possible. In the first two chapters you will set up your development and...
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Beginning Windows 8 Data Development: Using C# and JavaScript (Expert's Voice in Windows)Apress, 2013

	This book introduces novice developers to a range of data access strategies for storing and retreiving data both locally and remotely. It provides you with a range of fully working data access solutions and the insight you need to know when, and how, to apply each of the techniques to best advantage.


	Focussing specifically on how...
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Business and Competitive Analysis: Effective Application of New and Classic MethodsFT Press, 2007

	“I believe that this book will fill a great need for both full-time competitive intelligence practitioners, and those looking to add analytical skills to their managerial tool kit.”

	--Bill Fiora, Partner and Founder, Outward Insights


	  

...
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Expert Python Programming - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Become an ace Python programmer by learning best coding practices and advance-level concepts with Python 3.5


	About This Book

	
		Based on the latest stable version of Python (version 3.5)
	
		Creating well manageable code that will run in various environments with different sets of...
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Practical Contiki-NG: Programming for Wireless Sensor NetworksApress, 2018

	Explore how to develop and implement wireless server networks (WSN) using Contiki-NG, branded as the operating system for the IoT. The book explains Contiki-NG’s advantages in sensing, communication, and energy optimization and enables you to begin solving problems in automation with WSN.
	


	
		Practical...
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Flash Application Design Solutions: The Flash Usability HandbookFriends of Ed, 2006
Flash Application Design Solutions shows you how to harness the power of ActionScript 2.0 and make the most of the improved design tools of Flash 8 to create usable, intuitive Flash interfaces.
 
 In this book, you'll find a number of concrete Flash usability solutions that use elements such as navigation menus, data filtering, forms,...
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Value-Based Software EngineeringSpringer, 2005
The IT community has always struggled with questions concerning the value of an organization’s investment in software and hardware. It is the goal of value-based software engineering (VBSE) to develop models and measures of value which are of use for managers, developers and users as they make tradeoff decisions between, for example,...
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